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BECAUSE of Changes in student populations. residential ho using will be more and more emphasized as the years go on. ' Other local institutions have been drainin g th e
commuter population at Roger Williams because of their attractivenes:;. Marketing is stressed to keep Roger Williams with full enrollment.

Residential Housing Is. Emphasized
As Commuter Population Decreases
By GEE AERTSEN
Editor-In-Chief
"After 1980 college enrollment
will decrease until the year 2000. By
1990 there will be 1/5 less students
entering college than in 1980,"
m-entioned Dr. Bart Schiavo,
Advisor for Academic ~ Planning,
during last weeks edition of IMPACT* Quill's weekly .press conference.

Schiavo also said that the college
"will have to reach out to substitute
markets because the potential for
growth will not come from the
. traditionali.. aga group of 18-20"
instead it will come from. other age
brackets. In answer to this potential
problem, Schiavo said, "the college
will have to change its scheduling."
"RWC can function well with the
current plant size of 1600-1700

students. We could not handle any
more," relates Schiavo.
Out of State Emphasized
Earlier, the Quill spoke with Mr.
Dick Yakavonis, Off-Campus
Housing Director. Asked about the ·
future Yakavonis says, "I think
there is a lot of room for improvement to better what we
already have.
Yakavonis stated, .. A nice
conservative figure, 200-300, on a
yearly basis until we reach our
optimum so that those that are here
now are not sacrificed for the
numbers which are coming in."
.Yakavonis also mentioned that,"
the feedback I have been getting
from admissions and from the
administration building . is simply
that the recruiting population in
Rhode Island is drying up. Most of
their efforts are c'o ncentrating on
out of state recr-uiting.
Exploring the possibilities . of
another dormitory, Miss Sides
explained that, "loans for buildings
are running at 8% and that is not
s ,,
. t. f
rea I1s 1c or u .
.
Marketing Oriented Stressed
Everyone envisions a problem for

colleges throught the 80's. They are
- basing that assumption on the fact
that high school graduates will
decrease from 15 million to 13
million. That's a fact. Beyond that it
may even decrease more. Thats a
fact." . said Mr. Stanley Jakobiak,
Registrar. Jakobiak mention!;ld that
-there are more people . going to
college instead ·of less. The problem
is that in the 60' s, it expanded to ·
such a degree that they were able
to absorb, then some, all the people
who wanted to go to .college. The ·
problem, however, is for one, in this
particular state, Rhode Island
Junior College which has a capacity
for 3,000 students is now increasing
their capacity to 4 and 5,000 which
means that there may be more
people going to college in the state
of Rhode Island but the colleges
within that state college system,
both public and private, are going
to find it more and more difficult to
fill up their existi_ng spaces because
some institutions, like R.l.J.C.* are
incre~sing
th~ir
capacities.'
Jakob1ak emphasized that because
f h"
f"
"W
·
o t is popu 1at1on 1g~res,
. e
have got to be more marketing

oriented .

I see
Roger Williams College growing
moderately over the next few years.
In the interim, if we can develop a
long range planning program that
not only thi_nks in terms of how it
would like to see its facilities to be
but in terms of projecting the kinds
of things that are going to be Qf
interest, the types of jobs that are
going to be available and the types
of people who are @Oing to be in
training for these jobs. That;s the
direction I would like to see a long
range planning program take. · I
think there is a tremendous growth
potential here. I think it is going to .
take a lot of hard work and w e can
not afford to sit on our hands."
Proper Plann ing Needed
"We
could make some expansion into ·
the North ~ampus area utilizing one
of the build ings which is there. But I
think with proper planning that it
could be utilized to aleviate some of
the pmblems w e have as far as
classroom space ."
Mr. William Nott, Director of . the
Physical Plant, last week .

College StUdieS Future

'

.

.

AN ENGINEERING STUDENT displays; his future model of Roger
Williams College in the library.
,

By STEVE MOORE
Staff Writer
Next week the Curriculum
Committee will begin work on a
special report from its Subcommittee on Experimental and
Life-long Learning. The report
contains an extensive evaluation of
RWC programs and policies and
suggests ways to make more efficient use of the college's
resources.
A detailed plan for the future
growth of RWC is included in the

report, but members of the Sub- college."
committee would not release
The following objectives of the
specifics of the proposal. They study are taken from · the Subemphasize that their recom- committee's report:
mendations do not constitute , a
1. Creating uniform curricular
finished product to be acted upon . development and control, uniform
immediately, but only a model for scheduling, staffing and evaluative
the various interests within the procedures for Open Division,
college community to react to. ,
Continuing
Education,
CoOne faculty member on the
operative Education and other
Subcommittee; Grayson Murphy,
experimental
and
extension
said the report - stemmed from a progr~ms.
need to "all get together and plan
2. Making these areas accessible
our futures, and the future of the to the greatest potential clientefe,
both for existing and new students.
3.
Expanding
_selected,
marketable are<ls of programs into
the aft ernoon , evening, a nd
weekend time periods and in
suitable physical locations.
4. Reconciling -scheduling and
tuition differentials in relation to the
day and other programs and
establishing a unified system of
credit documentation, credit by
examination, etc.
5. Reexaminfng the adequacy of
administrative control and staffing
in all these areas, and the creation
of clear lines of responsibility and _
authority.
The report was to have been ·
considered by the Curricu lum
committee last week, but it was
tabled· until the next meeting on
Feb. 22. If the Committee adopts
the report, feedback from other
areas of the college will be sought.

;.

A CURRENT SIGN 'lf gro~h can be seen in the Audio-Tutori~I lab in the Science-Math Building. ~00 stude~ts must share. 2~ boot~s
during a week's time. Extra evenings had to be created because of conflicts with classe~. Lab space ,m "the Science-Math Bu1ldm9
is
usually jammed.
-
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Strict -E nforcement Continues

CARS continue to be ticketed throughout the daylight hours under ·
the current parking rules. Some drivers continue to park illegally
despite the strict enforcement.

The strict enforcement dictated
by the administration and backed
by student organizations, has been
governing the rules in the parking
lots at RWC for almost three
weeks. Many illegally parked cars
have been ticketed and/or towed .
from the parking areas under the
guidelines of the parking rules.
One a~pect of the parking rules
which is new this semester is an
ernobilization device which .is
placed on a violaters car. This
device, by its very name, frezes the
car in place. The owner of the car
must pay, in cash, $25 before
having the device removed from
his/her car.

Nott-Stresses Conservation
.,.

By GEE AERTSEN
Editor-In-Chief
Between 15 and 20% more oil
has been used this winter at Roger
Williams College than during the
previous winter because of the
extreme cold weather. Mr. William
Nott, Director of the Physical Plant,
was interviewed last week on the
conditions here at RWC this winter.
"We made precautions a long time
ago." Half of the outside lights are
out across campus, there is no
intake of outside air and all air
intake vents are covered with polyethellne to keep out the freezing
temperatures says Nott.
Conservation Is Stressed
President Sides has decreed that
all thermostates should be set at 65
degrees, "We have had to make
little adjustment because we have
been aware of the oil situation,
rnonitary situation and things like
that," said Nott. Prices have skyrocketed for oil for a barrel of oil iri
1968 went for $1.95. Now a barrel
of oil carries a price tag of $15.75.
Nott stressed the importance of

conservation by saying, "Hopefully,
When asked if he believes that
within my budget, I hope it will not the college community should be
~ffect tuition very much." Nott
more aware of their environment
mentioned that he and his staff are during this cold winter, Nott said,
doing everything possible to " Absolutely, I think they should be
conserve yet," things that they do aware and thankful of what they
not have control over do not help have for a lot of people don' t have
them . One of these things is anything at all. Thermostats
keeping the doors open and things ·are," ... sornething people don't
of this nature open to the outside notice." instead of opening a
environment. "We try to control it · window to cool off a room, call the
but certainly we could save heat by Physical Plant and they will adjust
simply ~epiQ.g dormitory doors and the thermostat to a comfortable
everything else closed." "The temperauure. "If we had electracle
reason the doors are open," said heat, which .was one of the original
Nott," is because it is much easier heating systems which was conto prop a door open than to take templated at the building of the
your key with you or if you have a campus, we probably wouldn't be
qu'est corning and they do not have here now for we couldn 't have
a key, it wou ld be the only way they afforded it. We (currently) have a
could get in."
system which uses no water, unless
One of the big times this happened we have a leak, and yet we can tune
.:Vas when people came back from it very finely. We use, I would say,
intersession. Everybody was 75% of the energy that we get out
moving in, doors were proped open of the oil. If we had a steam heat
during the coldest times and the system, we would be operating
heat was just coming ouf of the under 50% efficiancv."
65 Degrees Can Be -Bearable
buildings."
At this point, the attainment of
Awareness Explored
oil is not a problem says Nott,
"However, we are trying every way
we can to cut down and minimize
the price even more because we
going to dinner. Besides, I'm have no control over the price -of
broke."
the product itself. 65 degrees is
"I think they should have asked bearable if people dress properly. If
eve-rybody, the administration, you go below 65, it gets unfaculty and the students, instead of comfortable" said Nott.
just the students, to give up dinner!"

Manv people have questioned
this device both in fair and legal
aspects. Mr. William Nott had some
comments concerning these
questions at last weeks IMPACT
press conference in the Bay Room .
The emobilization device does,
"not damage the vehicle" he said,
"It makes a square wheel. ' It fits
around the wheel which faiezes the

Atlanta
Comes
Closer

$169. '
On an average Wednesday night,
580 students, out_ of 600 dorm
_students, eat dinner in the cafeteria·,
according to Mr. Robert McKenna,
Dean of Administration . On
Wednesday February 9 , 450
students showed up for the evening
meal in the cafeteria. McKenna said
that much more money could have
been received if the program was
planned better . "Going from
memory, the same thing was done
a few years ago and it was much
better", McKenna said.
'
The reason why many students
showed for dinner was because
they could. not fully understand
how money cou ld be saved from a
dinner which was already prepared.
McKenna explained to the- QUILL
why; The kitchen prepared the
evening meal with' the stipilation
that 30 percent of the students .
would not show. "Only saving is on
the food cost." Each day,
residential students pay a total of
four dolla'rs to eat both breakfast
and the dinner meals. One half of
that goes towards the food while
the other half goes towards the
labor to cook the meals.
On the night of the H.E.A.T.
dinner the QUILL interviewed
many 'students both who did not
attend dinner and those who did.
Below are some of the responses
received:
· Did Not Attend
I personally.believe in the idea of
giving to the poor but I don't
particularly agree with project
H.E.A.T."
I can sacrifice it since I'm trying
to lose weight anyway."
"Does not matter where the
money goes, I feel good doing it!"
Did Attend
"I thirik it's kind of foolish. I am

S.A.C.

gay
community news

The Southern Association, who
doles out accreditation, has indicated that they would acredit the
Roger Williams Open Division in
Atlanta. "We are basically are
operating under the Southern
Association", President Sides said .
last week, "I think the problem we
fell into was the man we obtained
did not meet the right levels of
Georgia institutions. This was
I Iy .ma d ver d an t .,,
compete
The Atlanta campus is hoped to 1
be nn extension of RWC's Open
Division . Nationally, various accrediting agencies have expressed
concern about institutions of higher
education that offer external
programs
outside
of
the-ir
geographic territories .

H.E.A.T. Get $169
By GEE AERTSEN\
A total amount of 130 students
skipped last Wednesdays dinner in
order to help heatless Rhode
Islanders attain fuel to heat their
homes. The amount saved, which
will be sent to H.E.A.T. (Heat
Emergency Action Team), w~ s

ca·r in place.
"Its a reminder to the · operator
that he is in an area where an
emergency vehicle may pass
through." Nott said, "Feedback
from students is great." Nott also
said that the device will be used on
faculty cars as- well if they too
disobey the parking rules. " I' ve
heard very little · complaint by
faculty or staff."
President Sides mentioned that
· we should, "Look at Brown if you
want to see a local disaster in
parking."

I
r·

A non-profit gay week ly for women and men
providing new s. feature s. revi2w s. calendars .
guides. classilied s. and much mor e to. the gay
co mmu~ity lor more than three years .
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We Are Happy
·To Have
RWC Students
As Our Guests
At
THE RAMADA

Wednesday
Through
·sunday
'THE NEW CENSATIONS·'~
Sunday Night
Wet T-SHIRT
CONTEST!
.
- TUESDAY

Meeting
Tuesday, F~b. 22, 5:00 PM
Student Senate
Office

~

EVERYONE IS INVITED

"SUNSHINE"
,,-

"THE QUILL

Friar Tuck Lounge -

)

~

Dancing Fri & Sat
Country Kitchen open till 2AM
· Biggest Night Club in R.I.

Needs a New
BUSINESS MANAGER
15% Commission
On All Advertising
Accounts Collected
CONTACT: .
BILL ALICANDRO
OFFICE: 255-2200
HOME: 846-0244
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Degree Recipient Candidate For CIA
.

By DANA C. MORRA
Admiral Stansfield Turn.er, 53,
, commander of the Allied Forces in
Southern Europe has been appointed by President Carter to be
Director of Central Intelligence. If
approved, Admiral Turner will also
coordinate intelligence reaching the
President from other agencies.
Admiral Turner received an
Honorary Doctorate of Humanities
from Roger Williams at the
college ' s 1976 commencement
ceremonies.
In an interview with the school's
executive vice ' president, Mr.
W illiam Rizzini, who was acting

President of R.W.C. last year,
Turner received his honorary
Doctorate for excellence in his field,
his achievements · at the Newport,
R.L Naval War College, and his
service to the community. The
Honorary Degree Committee, a
sub-committee of the Board of
Trustees,
annually
solic its
nominees for degree recipients, and .
last year Turner was nominated and
approved .
Admiral Turner was President -of
the Newport Naval War College
from 1972-1 974. According to the
Feb. 8, 1977 Times" he won respect
at Newport for his innovations,

Knight Releases
Success Stories
Horace Knight has released the
findings of his survey of former Civil
- Eng ineer ing and Architectural
students of RWC . His survey is part .
of an attempt by the school to gain
professional accreditation from
societies within the field of
engineering such as EPCD accreditation.
Knight mailed 139 surveys and
has received to date 71 responses.
"The vast majority of response is
very encouraging" relates Knight,
who has spent many long and
arduous hours compiling and
conducting the research.
Knight notes that 38 of the
responding ·grads are earning
$10,000 per year, 13 are receiving
from $7,500 to 10,000 per year, and
only 9 are under $7,500 - but these
nine are the most recent graduates
of RWC .
Only nine of the 71 are not
working in their respective fields
and only three are not completely
satisfied with their occupation.
Over 50 of the grads replied that
they "felt that the college

Part"ies Begin
By PHYLLIS JORDEN
Staff Writer
As of February 3, 1977, the
closed unit party proposal took
effect. The proposal governs all
parties that occur within the
colleges ' dormiteries.
• The party proposal was drawn up
by the Dorm · Government Party
Committee to serve as an alternative to using the Bay Room in the
Student Center for a party room.
Mr. William O'Connell, Director
of On-Campus Housing, will be at
liberty to decide on how many
parties will occu r on one night so as
to prevent an overload of parties.
Below are the guidelines of the
Proposal:
1) One closed party per unit per
semester.
2) _ Parties will be held on
weekends or days where no classes
follow.
3) A limited guest list (maximum
of 80) must be presented to the CoHousing Director, Bill O'Connell.
4) A list of four people, not
necessarily the resident assistant of
the unit, who will ·be responsible for
the party, must be submitted..
Those people will be held for
damages if any occ.ur.
5) Maximum curfew is 1:00 a.m.
Clean-up (general) must be done
directly following the close of the
party and full clean-up must be
accomplished before 12:00 noon
the following day.
6) All alcoholic beverages must
be served from behind a baa area.
Soda and beer will be served in
cans. There will be no kegs and
BYOB is discouraged.
A copy of the. Party Proposal will
be given to all residential students
within the next few weeks.

The Quill
Needs You!

.

such as a series of humanities
lectures by outsi ders, including his .
friend Herman Wouk who wrote
The Caine Mutiny.
Mr. Rizzini said, "Admiral Turner
had a working relationship with
R.W.C ." He let the college use the
Naval War College for educational
conferences in 1973.
"He's a splendid human bein~ ,''
said R.W.C.'s President Sides,
" I've known him since he was a
plebe at Annapolis." Occasionally
Miss Sides could be found paying
for tier brother, M r. Andrew Sides,
former Board of Trustees member
at R.W.C. and Admiral Turner,
who were classmates at Annapolis;
to go to the movies. "They didn't
have much money in those days,"
said Sides, "and I was working at
the time."
"We met again in London,"
recalls Miss Sides, she, working at
the Office of Naval Research, and
Admiral Turner studying at Oxford .
During the General Election that
year Miss Sides remembers Admiral
Turner's "remarkable accuracy" in
the labor, conservative·, and liberal
county predictions.

adequately prepared them for their
work."
_
Knight also noted that many of
the responding graduates also sent
personal correspondences accompanying the survey indicating
their, "surprise and pleasure" that
the college was still interested in
their progress.
Man,,,.. oh the architects who
.responded, says Knight, "were the
students who originally demanded
and ultimately got an architectural
program" insitiuted by the college.
Final negotiations are continuing
Some of th6 grads amplified their
this week in the attainment of a
replys personally. "The courses I
new location for the Roger Williams
took at RWC helped me greatly.
Providence campus. Tonight,
Except that .d ue to the lack of
meetings will be conducted ' betaccreditation, I lost a lot of transfer
ween college administraters and
credits, even aft.er receiving my
evening division officials on the
degree, " · said Bill Simek, who
plans of a relocation.
received an Associates Degree in
At present, the providence
Engineering~Technology and who
campus consists of a student
isnow matriculated at the Catholic center and a parking area one block
University, Washington, D.C.
away from the classroom section
J.L. Saldi of White Plains, N.Y. · housed in the Y.M.C .A. on Pine
wrote "My education at RWC
Street. At this campus is the
helped me greatly ... but I wished I
Division of Continuing Education,
could have learned more in
an evening division.
estimating . . . estimat i ng and
This division has two purposes;
drawing are the two courses that I
one to give men and women, who
use most of all in my work." Mr. are unable to attend college on a
Saldi ·s in the excavating business.
full time basis, an opportunity to
Says Roger E. Cornell of Grafton,
continue "their education in a
Massachusetts, "I was very surprogram leading to degree. The
prised · to say the least that the
second is to provide courses -for
School was interested in me. So far . people who are not looking for any
I have found that in everything I've
particular degree but would like to
done I was 'able to find answers and
continue their education in general.
I
know
it's
because
of
give reasons.
The academic programs offered
the teaching and subjects I had at
are Law, Business, Engineering_and
Roger Williams College."
General Studies which include Fine
All of the grads, expressed their
Arts, Humanities, Natural Sciences
personal sentiments to Mr. Knight. and Social Sciences.
Almost without exception those
The degrees offered are a cerreplying expressed the sentiments
, of
attemdamce
t ificate
that RWC had provided a "funam associate degree, taking three
damentally adequate" education,
years to complete, and a
that the college should indeed seek
Bachalaureate degree, taking four_
of years to complete.
and obta in some kind
professional accreditation, most
notabte athat of the Engineers
Council
for
Professional
Development (ECPD), and they
expressed_their surprise and hope
that the currently inoperative
Alumni Office will become active
and involved.
Reflects Knight, "it would be a
very good thing for the college to
keep in · touch with these
graduates."

Sam's
Pizzaria
"Good pizza·
close to

home"
149 Bradford Street
253-7949

Photo World
437 Hope St.

Relocation
May Occur

-Road
Planned
The State of Rhode Island has
proposed a new interstate highway
which would take about 7 acres of
college land if \t goes through. This
land · lies along Old Ferry Road by
the outer field.
The proposal is not in the ready
stage but it is still · under consideration. A study as to the
projects aims must be submitted to
the Federal Government. A major
part of this study will be the environmental impact and the advantages and disadvantages of an
underground or arterial highway.
When negotiations between the
state and local governments and
the people to whom this highway
will effect, come to a close, a final
solution to this issue will be made.
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Pro·p er Pl_
a nning ·is
The Only·AnsY1er Mr. Nolt touched upon an important point last week wh~n he
spoke about the future of Roger Williams College and that is as the
college prepares itself for those changes desc-ribed on pag_!:! one of
this issue, proper _planning must be stressed. With commuter
populations dropping off because of the attractiveness of other
local institution_s, residential housing is going to be emphasized
even more than 1t is now.
Currently, Roger Williams already has too miny residential
students enrolled in ratio with dorm space on the campus. Many
residential students are forced to live in untraditional dormitories
which can only propagate problems. An example of both the
untraditional dorm and problems which come out of it was the
Ramada Inn last semester. Problems there have been straightened
out, for now.
The college is in a·bind for it does not have the needed monies to
build wither new dormitories or new classroom spaces. The
q\Jestion now is proper allocation of space.
·
. ' Academically, we must grow at the same rate as the number of
students increase. Problems can already be felt around campus as
the quality of educat[on is questioned because of the lack of
adequate space to giv~ ,all students a chance to learn equally and
properly. One area in particular where space is a.n enormous
problem is in the Science-Math building. , The audio-tutoral
laboratory is far too small to fit all the students into it without
-causing a major chaos which exists now.
Currently, there is a committee deliberating· oh. plans for the
college on future planning. What is decided in ·these meetings
could realistically make or break Roger Williams College both
physically and . academically if the wrong steps are taken. The
QUILL will be staying close to this story in order to inform the
community exactly what the future may hold.
- c

,,..._
All Letters To The Editor are welcometj__ by the QUILL editori~I
board . The length of each letter should not exceed 250 words. We
·reserve the right to edit material, orily for space, libel .and / or slander.·
- .Cl.II letters must be typed and double spaced in 60 spaces per -line and
turned into the QUILL office by Friday.
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Substan~i-al Commission
Contact : Bill Alic~ndro

Home 846-0244

-Office 255-2200

Published Weekly in Bristot
by Studen~ Publlcations, ·Inc.
Undergraduate newspaper published for the studJ!nts of
RWC, Bristol, R.I. It shall be organized to provide a news
service to the student body. ·it shall also be considered
legally autonomous from the corporate structure of
. Roger Williams College as· it is supported totally by the
students through the student activity fee and outside
adv~rtising revenue. In this sense it must be responsible
only. to the ~tu~ent body of Roger Willia~s College.
Unsigned editorials repre_sent the views of this· paper.
They do not necessarily reflect the opinions of the
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MACK McKEOWN studies for one of his first quizzes of the semester. He was able to find an empty
lecture hall to accomodate his needs.
·

Ethics -Were Questioned
"Totally irresponsible jour- case the sauna judgement of a
nalism," was the comment of a responsible editor is the arbiter.
high IE!vel administrator of RWC in
The responsibility of the free
reference to a recently published press is, and always has been, the
Quill story concerning a trustee protection of liberty and freedom
inquiry into honoring former RWC through the employment of self
president Ralph Gauvey. I am dut expression. Constructive criticism
wholesome ,'
purposive
bound to amplify certain principles and
-involed in this case.
argument and challenge, is the
Censorship
foundation of a free people.
ON CENSORSHIP, particularly
The
press
performs
its
regarding the sort of prior restraint responsibility through the often
known
as
'priviledged '
or controversial and frequently un'classified' information, the prin- popular tasks ' Of informing the
ciple is simple and clear. The press public interest; the press reports the
may not print information that is events and the public determines its
libelous or constituent to slander. own inerests. When priviledged
The press. may not print material · information is judged to be in ·the
morally objectionable nature, public interest,· the press has the
sometimes refem~d __to as por- responsibility to break a connography or obscenity, that (ac- fidence, at the risk of sacrificing its
cording to the United States own credibility, and inform the
Supremem Court)" is found to often unsuspecting public.
have no redeeming social or moral
Conflict of lnteres
value." The press may be restrained
In the Gauvey tribute case there
from prejudicing the "right to a fair was clearly a 'conflict of interest' on
trial." The press may be restrained Gee Aertsen's behalf. Gee was
from publishing materi_al which appointed to serve as a member ~f
would constitute a dire threat to th'e the special trustee committee as a
national security or public safety; student representative. Doubtles.s
that is, the press may b_e enjoined some of the information passed ·in
from giving military" secrets" to a committee was - confidential.
real or potential enemy or likewise However, the rol of the trustees is a
be enjoined from falsely and vital public interest in any inmaliciously 'yelling FIRE!' in a stitution. The trustees· are the final
crowded theatre. In all other cases step in the administrative decision
"Non tenebitis nos!"
making process, in a very rea~ sense
·"Priviledged information" does_ . THE policy makers for the innot fall under any of these specific stitution.
categories" a priori", and may not
Aertsen rightfully judged this
• simply be invoked against the inquiry into Gauvey's tribute as a
publication of information. Wt)en matter. for the public interest. The
the press agrees to withhold students, the consumers, have an
classified information is does so. inherent right to know both how
voluntarilly with an understood their money .is being spent and
condition; thafcondition being that what 'weighty considerations' are
the information will not be being regarded by the policy
published unless it is a ·clear makers. Aertsen performed his
contracjiction to the respon- duties as the Editor-in-Chief of the
sibilitiesof the free .oress. In this

campus press admirably, although
in doing so he was forced to violate
the 'priviledge' of the special
committee. His actions -are far, far
removed from anything even
vaguely
resemblin"
totally
i.rresponsible journalism."
Intension: Not Hurt
Occasionally and unfortunately
those people involved in a news
story do get 'hurt' by- the
publication of an article. It must be
remembered that as long as the
press prints the facts in any particular case it cannot intentionally
hurt anyone.
People hurt other people, the
press can hurt no one. If the reader
of an article chooses to act in a
negatjve fashion toa person" in the
news" then ttie reader does so of
his own free will. What he bases
that choice on is entirely at his own
discretion.
If Mr. Gauvey is prevented from
gaining employment .or if he loses ·
friendship, respect,-or self-esteem it
is NOT t-he fault of the press but of
people making choices and acting
accordingly. If the press were to
report that a former president of the
United States was a scoundrel artd
a liar, the reader is at will to believe,
not to believe, or to disregard the
matter entirely ~
Finally, the Quill is sorry, Mr.
"Gauvey, if you indeed su·tter hurt.
Our intention was not to hurt
anyone. The article was meant to
demonstrate the decisions being
examined by the esteemed trustees
of the college, in the light of tuition
increases, lack of classroom space,
faculty. retrenchment, . etc, rather
than a personal exp9see of any
particular individual.
signed
Eugene Coulter
Managing Editor
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COm:m ents
Wanted
This i~ to into~iJl. the Q~iil for y9ar
·benefit of the following ,~Senate
action:
.,. -:: '
After considerable stu~ent body
and Senate interest t~ ·~anate has
~ open investigatiogs·'"' into · the
mandatory retirement of Doctor
Zaki. -· After - hearin9 both Dean
Wil~e and. Doctor Zaki, the Senate
,has'8Sta151iShed-a Select Committee
· '.~ -for _ ~he purpose of this ipvestigation . . Due to the nature of

~, •._ _.....,·";,._:.« ~-..;;r~ :'~"!~ .....

.:-

An open letter to the RWC community:
·
It is my wish as a co-chairman of
the - subject, ·&t the present time the Food Committee _ to receive
Committee m~t!ngi; will be closed · from ·you the students, faculty and
..._and public (iisclosure of alL com• administrators who eat meals in the
.. mittee · i~formatic;n prehibited cafeteria, constructive feedback; in
;; withovt . the· ~onsent . of ·· the _ap- . reference to the menus and the
' propriate ;Administrative, Faculty, meals-this semester in comparison
and Senate members. As in- to -last semester.
Nothing can be ii;nprovecf or
formation that can be approved for
release · becomes available such changed if authentic· reactions are
information wiU be immediately " not ·received_ by myself or the,
managers of the cafeteria.
forwarded to you.
' . Letters · can "be . addressed to
,
PhyHis Joraan, Unit 7.
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A Dorothy Parker Valentine

GENERAL MANAGER MATI EGAN tests equipment for WROG's
maiden voyage set for Friday. WROG desperatly needs<lisc jockey,s
and other help.
·
•

WROG Needs Feedcback
T he Roger Williams College radio
station will be on the air soon.
Ba rring any f urt her delays with
equipm ent , WROG- w ill begin
b roadcasting on Friday Fel;>ruary
18, 1977. T he sta tions st udio is
loca ted in the N.ew Dorm on 1
South.
The station is carrior current,
which means it will be transmitted
through both main dorms via the
electrical system . Broadcasting
over the entirP campus is within our
realm as soon as it is financially
feasible, hopefully in the near
future.
The stations call letters are
WROG WRWC gets to be a
tongue twister is said quickly, and
. will be at 15.60 on your AM dial.
Our initial hours on the air will be
from 6 pm - 1 am. These will be
expanded - to include earlier afternoon hours as more people step
forward to be disc jockeys.
WROG has been put together by
the radio club, for the students.
Matt Egan- is the General Manager,
with Dave Gingerella and Sarah
Spencer back i ng him up as
Business Manager· and -Program
Qirector respectively. The advisors, .
Mr. Peter Randrup, Managerial

Prof Gives

Law Talk

It wasn't just your ordinary law
lecture that was held in the B-a y
Room last Thursday. Professor
Haywood Burns was on ·.harid t o
speak to approximately 30 students
and faculty w ith a sometimes witty
always hard-hitting opinion concerning the topic: "Is There Equal
Justice Under The Law?"
The event was sponsored by
both the Sociology Dept. and the
RWC Corrections Project. _
Dr. Burns is a professor at NY U' s
School .of Law. He has written two
books, served on a number of
advosory boards, and is wellrecognized as -a spokesman for
minority groups.
·
• Among other things, .Dr. Burns
cited some interesting statistics on
rape. Since 1935, there have been
455 executions in this country for
rape; 405 of these were non-whites.
it doesn't qu ite add up to equa l
justice.
Rhetorical only in his conclusion
that the justice.system can never be
equalized until ou r, society changes,
Dr. Burns paused at only one
question. Concerning the state of
New Jersey v~. Rubin Carter: "I can
offer no judgement as to whether
Carter's re-conviction w ill adversely
affect the effort to equalize justice
in America: It might. It might not.
, There may be a new trial."

Assistant and Mr. Barry Kleckner,
Technical Assistant, have been
helping the idea of the station
become a reality since its conc_
e ption.
A s you may hav~ heard, w e are
trying to build. our sparse · rec ord
library wit h donations from t.he
students, staff, facu lty and adm.inistration . These may be left with
Matt Egan, 4 S?uth, Rm 2438, or at
the Dean of Students Office, Dorm
1 Tower A .
If you 8Ul interested in the birth
and survival of _the station, please
come to ou r. weekly meeting,
Wednesday night at 7:00 · in t he
Cafeteria, or contact Matt, Dave
(Unit 1), o;- Sarah (Unit 7) .

By BRUCE ALLEN
Feature Editor
By the time you swear_you're -his
'
Shivering and sighing,
And he vows his passion is
· - Infinite, -undying-Lady, make anote of this.One of you is lying.
Dorothy Parker, poetress, writer,
wit and darling - of the "Lost
Generation" of writers (Fitzgerald,
Hemingway), has generally been
regarded as the epitome of twenties
chic, but there is also a timeless
skeptical charm about her that live~
beyond that era . She posessed a
sardonic, tragic-comic sense of the
human love relationship and the
trappings that go with it, as·
revealed in the above poem entitled
"Unfortunate Coincidence" . This
was the theme explored in "Comic
Va lentines from Dorothy Pa rker" , a
series of one-act plays directed by
Betsy A rgo in the RWC Coffeeh o u se T heatre last Friday
evening.
The skits were perform ed on a
i;;imple red and white stage which
further projected -the ironic or
"black humor" theme of t he &kits
with it's saccharine heart motif
dominating t he backround . The
lighting was also plain, simply
blacking out whenever here was a
sc ene change.
The first play entitled " The
Sexes" deals with tl;ie " mind
games" lovers play and what

For

sa18-one -scus€ PRO ~ir

tank . .Very reasonal;{le, 1977 Call
G'ordon or Nick ir:l 'Unit_1.
a-:.
----~

__.....______..,,_·

hilarious. Both players had good
comic timing and gave a great ·
show.
"You Were Perfectly .Fine" . the
last play, was about a woman who
takes advantage of man who got
too plastered the night · before and
can't remember anything he did.
Once the women is sure he can't
remember a thing she heaps fic titious horror story upon horror
story about things he allegedly did
(like pouring clam juice down a.
ladies back) until he'<> ready to
"Here We Are" played well by enlist in a monk monastery. Carolan
both Laura Donovan and Mark Whittle was goo<;J as the devious
Moscarello is an almost· existential . woman . James L'Ecuyer as the
-dirge to matrimony. The new bride hungover man overacted a trifle
on the couple's honeymoon night which is probably hard not to d~
can't help but think of all the other when you have a "fun'-' part, but
millions and millions of people who still came through_ He played a part
get married and stay married, which most anybody who has ever
blissful or not. The husband has had a few "good nights" can
more "down to earth" ideas about sorrow fully identify with. The result
the WP.dding night. The result is was hilarious.

IMPORT A UTO REPAI RS
Located At The Dupont Center
VOLKSWAGON Parts and
Repair Specialists
RWC STUDENT DISCOUNTS!
15 Gooding Ave. Bristol · 253·3121

RWC. Goes To Trinity
By GARY MILLER
Staff Writer
Last Thursday, · about fifteen
R.W .C. students took advantage of
t he new arrangement made betw een t he A ll College Programing
Board and the Trinity Square
Reperatory com pany.
Students who went to see " The
Boy's From Syracuse" all seemed
to have a good time. One student
had this to say, " The show was
_
e x c el lant ! The Tri nity Squ are
Reperatory Company has been on
Broadway and the National
Education Television. They put out
a fi rst rate show and are well worth

seeing."
The arrangement t hat R.W.C .
has w ith the T ri nity Square
Repora t ory Comp a ny , wh ich
enabled the stu dents to see the
play, _is t he result of t he R.W .C.
T heatre Department sending three students to Trinity, on internships.
Trinity has sent the first of four
sets of fifty tickets to R.W .C. The
other three sets will be available
later in t he semester by request, at
the A ll College Programing Boa rd.
"A lso available are group passes for
studen ts. Anyone interested should
inqu ire in the Dean of Students
omce.

HARRIET BRADFORD
COFFEE SHOP
"Char-broiled Foods"
Open Fridays till 1 am
·Sat-Thurs till 6 pm
423 Hope St.
Bristol

T

BRISTOL FERRY ROAD
PORTSMOUTH R.I.
On e M ile South of Mount Hope Bridge

Home Made Pizza
Plain Cheese
Sausage
Pepperoni
Chourico
Onion
Mushroom _
Pepper_
3-WayComb.
2-Way Con1b.
House Special

N.Y. Style Cheesecake

Classifieds
Lisa - Happy
Anniversary
Sunday Feb. 20th please calf'.'
Love, B.A. .'
Deb-__B.A. isn't me so don't get
any ideas. Lov-e, Boswelr
Airheart
·
,Rick Macl . ..:.. Your dictionary
must be pretty.worn ou.f by now.
Don't write anymore, it's getting
very bori1'!.9.
.:
'

happens when one of the parties
calls the other's bluff. Dorothy
Baker carried her part and Robert
Anderson seemed to have ·a- natural
ease for his bit. Mr. Anderson had·
. the right moves, voice inflections
· and good timing.
~'The Last Tea", -the story of a
jilted lover getting the final send-off
by her boyfriend was amaturishly
done. Bill Sousa didn't even overact well and in my opinion didn't
leave Robin Perry much support to
do her part.

Open Daily
11 :30 a.m·.

Entertainment
Wed-Fri-Sat
.
.
.
-

-'tiJ :, 1:00 a.m.
FIRST PRzE · '100 SHOE GIFT CERTIFic.<iTE
. Pl.US. THE WINNING DESIGN MADE UP TO YOURSPECIFICA TIONS
BY CARBER SHOt COMPANY

-

SEClOND PRIZE : -'50 SHOE CERTIRCA TE
_
. _
THl!atJ PRIZE· '2!iSHOE CERTIFICATE
ENTER TODAY ! Pde: LIPl/OU" entry btank 111 the Shc5e Salon of al 7 Outlet St.ores
_

[Epchdesignrnust.he~1.~by~separat.e~-v-bl.c!rlkj

'

.

CON'TEST ClOSES MAFCH 19TH, Y.iiNNERANNOlJNcEO APRIL 4Ttt IN PROVIDENCE
AT OUR'"SpmgShoe Week FastllOflShow; ·

8:30 'til 12:30

GallAheaa:
683-A-AM~J•·
.
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HaY#·ks-victor-i ous In
Basketball War

/

The Basketball game against
New Hampshire college last Friday
was in fact not a game 1at all. In
actually it was an emotional war.
New Hampshire won the initial
battle, but RWC won the war .87-74.
Fans were irate about some early
calls and showed it by yelling
suitable (in their eyes) remarks at
the referees such as "You're
missing a good game!" and "Why
don't you let them shoot all night.
Indeed, the early going started
off like a one sided foul shooting
contest for New Hampshire, and a
"who's going to get thrown out of

St. Joseph's of Vermont proved of play. Leading 11-4 at the time,
no match for the Hawks as RWC -the Hawks never looked back .
coasted to a 89-75 victory last week
Crisp, quick passing ·and a
at St._Andrews gym in Barrington. controlled fasr break broke the
In retrospect, the .game was game wide open early. Then
deciged after the first five minutes nearing the end of first half play,
the Hawk reserves lost some of the
consistency of the starters. Hawk
reserves were often caught flat- footed, sitting on their lead, as the
advantage dwindled to 41-32 at
halftime.
The second half play started with
both teams running and shooting~
and the Hawks gradually stretching
Windham College made it a
their
advantage.
" Cheese"
game for about two minutes. Then
Holloway sparkplug and play setter
the Hawk offense ignited and
on offense sat out the last quarter
.spoiled Windham's slim hopes for a
of the game. At that point the
upset. RWC won going away, a
Hawk spread hovered around the
131-75 decision last Wednesday at
28 point margin. The difference
St. Andrews gym.
thereafter was noticable indeed.
The Hawks had clearly broke
Many of the Hawk'~ sporadic atopen the game after eight minutes .
tempts sputtered and faltered .
of play leading 29-14. Pressure
The only appreciable excitement
defense leading to driving fast
of the second half appeared 3·
breaks, quickly opened up the
minutes into the second half when
' margin to 37-16. "Cheese" made
forward Keith Gurley dunked the
many plays happen by threading
ball into the hoop. This resulted in a
the needle with seeing eye passes
hoop for the Hawks but also a
to men under the hoop. Hiteshew
technical called against them.
helped the -.cause early . by con However, it woke up the audience
trolling both boards thereby
from sleeping through an otherwise
denying Windham any second
uneventful second half.
efforts and setting up fast break
Throughout the contest St.
opportunities:
Joseph's team gamely kept
During the first half spectators
banging away at the rim and never
could feel the Hawks could break
quit. The Hawks mercifully rested
the game open any time they
many key players near the end of
warited .. The 57-38 margin at
the game to give the reserves some.
halftime could have been mw~h
additional playing time, and to give
wider if reserves hadn't been sent
the regulars a deserved rest.
into the game remarkably early.
"Cheese" led Hawk scoring with
Craig Hiteshew scored 16 points
20 points, 10 in ttie initial stages of
.in .a brief 12 minute span during the
the second halt: '
I first half. Also snaring 11 rebounds .
in this brief span of time, Craig set
the tempo of the game by denying
Windham any control of the
boards.
In the second half the Hawks
came out hustling with a tight man
to man defense. Once "Cheese"
pulled down a rebound and exclaimed, "I got it, everybody move
out!" Move Out the Hawks cerlntermural Basketball started last
tainly did, Windham trying to run. Sunday February 13th. There will
with the Hawks couldn't match the be a two division system. The North
speed of "Cheese" and · company. division · consists
of
Units
The Hawks kept clicking on 1,2,4,6,7,9, · comuters and North
offense, and Windham kept Campus .' The South division
travelling trying to get their consists of Unit 10, 1 south,
splintered
offense
together 2South, 3South, 4South, 5South,
throughout the entire game. There Ramada, and the Housing Office.
was no doubt of the ·outcome as North division teams play those in
the Hawks passed the "century" their division, as well as the South
mark with a .full 9:20 left on the only playing those in their division.
game clock. Each Hawk player had All games are held in the Armory on
scored at leas~ one. bucket on their Metacom Avenue in Bristol. All
way_'t o the victory;
< games are played on Sunday
··•
between 1 and 9 pm.

HaVlksPest,oy
~

1--=---·Windham

In the second half New Hampshire shot well from outside, but
couldn't keep with the Hawks on
the other end . Keith, Craig, or
Bobby wouJd grab a rebound, fling
it down court or hand off to
Cheese, and the Hawks were off to
the races. The early calls seemed to
fire up ·the Hawks, who after the
early going played with superb
quickness and accuracy.
Cheese led Hawk scorers with 24
points. His efforts were backed up
by excellent performances by Kevin
and Keith, scoring 14 points apiece
and pulling down a significant
number of key rebounds. Craig' s
presence was also ·felt under the
boards while he also scored a dozen
points.
The Hawks now sport a. 14-6
record and a six ggime winning
streak . The Hawks seem to play
with more cohesion with each
game.

Sailing
Solving
Problems

BOB HENNENBERGER pulls down one of many rebounds in last
week's basketball bout against New Hampshire College.

Basketball BeOi-s
St. ,Joseph Squad

the game on technicals first" on the
Hawks side. Coach Colluchi and the
crowd were awarded tech's early as
New Hampshire converted foul
shots. After three minutes it was
14-4 New Hampshire leading from
the foul line.
Soon however, the
calls
diminished and the Hawks
proceeded to crank up their offense. At halftime it was 40-36 in
the Hawks favor with the Hawks
gaining the momentum
by
outhustling the visitors down the
floor and scoring ·quick fast · break
baskets.

The RWC Sailing team has
encountered a major setback
- toward sailing this spring.
It was hoped that the team could
join up with the Bristol Yacht club
and as members use the· facilitie~
for sailing purposes. However, it
was announced last week that this
would not be possible.·
The Club now is concerned with
· the well being of their boats, and
they do not wish to jepordize them
by allowing their use in com•
petition.
Garard Corneu is now looking
into the possibility of joining the'
r Fol't Adams -Sailing Assoeiation in
Newport. This facility allows sailors
to use their own boats, but does
not have extra boats that the team
could use. Many plans and
preparations await the RWC sailing
team on their way to .securing a
'
sailing facility. ·
Members hope that the team will
be acc~pted into the New England
Intercollegiate Sailing Association
this spring. The organization wou ld
secure a competitive 1977 racing
BOB HOLFORD goes up for a jump sh~t while guarded closely by season, and allow other colleges to
opposition.
invite · RWC to away meets.

Interm ura-i

Basketball
Begins

CHEERLEADERS are physically. and spiritually there at each hoop g!lme. They are from left to right,
Marsha Taylor, Jo Anne, Lori Gutzwiller, Donna, Saily Sergillippi, and Lin Holmes. Come out to the .
games an~ help the. S,QU~d cheer on ourte~m.

I
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Hockey Ties Assumption 3-3
3:36. Assumption wasted no time in
_By RICK ELLIOT
getting it back as Tim Atchue took
Sports Writer
a rebound off Hawk goalie Rick Elia
Roger W_ilfiams College battled
Assumption to a 3-3 tie in a exciting . and slapped it under him, tying the
game late last week at Bay State score at 5:09. There was no more _
scoring for the rest of the period as
Arena.
Assumption took an 18 'to 11 shot
The Hawks came out flying in the
first period as Jeff Taylor took a advantage but cou ld not manage to
pass from Bobby Langelo and put light the lamp.
In the second period Keith
Roger Williams on the board first at

Gemmell put · the Hawks ' ahead, second period, allowing no goals tQ
taking a pass from Charlie Ber- the opponents.
. From the beginning of the third
thiaume, and scoring at 5:21. Then
at 9:38, after many attempts by period, Roger Wiiiiams had their
hands full trying to contain
Hawk shoot;-s to find the net,
Keith once again found it as he took Assumption's powerful . offense.
Right from the start, the visitors put
a pass in the slot just 15 feet out,
and tucked it in the right hand " shot after shot on the Hawk goal.
Finally at 13:29, Mike Hayes picked
corner making the score 3-1 . Rick
up the puck right outside the crease
Elia came up with 12 saves in the
and fired a high corner shot just
alluding Rick Elia's outstretched
arm, making the score 3-2. Just a
minute and a half later, Roger
Williams picked up three successive
mi nor penalties . This gave
Assumption a decided advantage
for four minutes. Assumption
wasted no time in using it as Bob
· Benoit tied the scoce at 15:!5p, firing

a IOV)o', hard slapshot from the point.
The score stayed tied ' for the
remainder of the game, Final score,
3-3.
In other Hockey games last_ week
Roger Williams was defeated by
1
Quinipiac 9-4 and Clark 8-5. Charlie
Berthiaume added 5 more goals to '
his collection of 16, giving him ·a
total of 25 points for- the season.
The Hawks home record stands at
2-2-1 . Overall Roger Williams is 4-7-

1.
The leading scorers for the
Hawks now stand; Charlie Berthiaume 16 goals 9 assists 25
points; John Crouse 6 goals 12
assists 18 points; Keith Gemmell 6
goals 9 assists 15 points; and John
Maloney 4 goals 5 assists 9 poin cs. -

, Members of the Swim team cheer o n cont estants during m eet with Nic hols College. Members of
team shown me, New Unknown Member, Jody Sherman, Russ Wi nchell, Ann Fagan , Jim Polk ,
Coach Randrup, and St eve A ntoniou ._,___
'

Swi mming Loses
Against Nichols

6-S-47
On February 12, Roger Williams
College Swim 'Team engaged in a
meet against Nichols .- College of
. Dudley Massachusetts.
After a. close competitjon
throughout the meet, RWC was
defeated by a- score of 68-47.

ANN FAG AN finds out how she did _from Coach Randrup iri
swimming action last week.

First place-s were earned by Tim
Czapranski in the 200 yard freestyle,
and the 500 yard freestyle, Roger
Wilson also received a first place in
the butterfly e~ent.
Bill Smith won two second
places in freestyle events. Donna
D'gostino' finished second in t he
one meter diving, along with Dave
Llewellyn in the individual Medley.
Jody Sherman and Roger Wilson
received second places in t he
breaststroke and the backstroke
respeqively.
:rim Collins, Dave Uewellyn,
Russ Winchell and J im Polk each
earned one point for placing third in
their respective events.

RUSS WINCHELL goes into a flying dive in an attempt to catch lea<fersin; ttienfelt ~ .,. ··

DAVID LLEWELLYN takes a deep breath of fresh air before ta_king
dive in competion.

,
JODY SHERMAN races for the finish line in one
races last week at Bristol YMCA.

'
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FLICKS
All films will be shown in the classroom building, L. H. 129 at 8:00 and 10:00 p.m. unless
~
•
otherwise · not~d. .
Fri. 2/18 Paper Moon, starring Ryan and Taty.rrrO'Neal
Fri. 2/25 The Other, starring Uts Hagen and Diana Muldaur
Fri. 3/4, 3/6 Dr., Zhivago, 8:00 p.m. only
'sat 3/ 12, Sun 3/13 They Shoot Horses Don't They?8:00 p.m. only
Fri. 3/18, Sun. 3/20 Catch 22, 8:00 p.m. only
Fri. 3/25 Ryan's Daughter 8:00 only

PLACES .TO·.GO
Coffeehouse Theatre - A different show every Friday evening by RWC Theatre students at
8:00 and 10:00 p.m .. Refreshments included. This week THE GREAT WESTERN
MELODRAMA* the worst disaster in theater history, don't miss it!
·
Business Club - Meeting today at 2 p.rn,. in · Science ~ Math building. Discussion on upcoming
events. New members welcome!
Christian Lighthouse - Every Tuesday, in the common lounge, Dorm 1, Tower B, 9-11 :00
p.m. Music;-rnfreshments, conversation. Everyone Invited.

N.IGHTSPOTS
Bojangles-Pu rgatory . Road, Newport (846-8852)
Bourbon Street-Williams ,Street, Newport (849-4747)
Bovi's-287 Taunton Ave., East Prov. (434-9670)
Eliza 's -State Street, Bristol (253-2777)
Harpo's-Downing St., Newport (846-2948) Thursday, RWC talent~night, music, comedy.
Weekend, Johnny and the Luncheonettes.
Jimmy's Saloon -Memorial Blvd., Newport (846-5121)
Mr. "T's" Sidedoor Saloon-Bradford ·St., Bristol (253-9848) This week, "Northeast Expressway"
Ramilda Inn-Across the Bridge, Portsmouth (636-3600) Thru Sunday, "The New Censations, " Sunday night, Wet T-shirt contest.
Salt - T hames St., Newport (847-9527)
RWC Rathskellar-Friday 18th, Sammy Brown
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' are .urged to submit news
Ed.'s Note: All clubs and organizations within the RWC community
of activities and events for the future by our deadline every Friday, 10:00 a.m. Hi-C isco.
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